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Thermal abuse performance of high-power 18650 Li-ion cells
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Abstract

High-power 18650 Li-ion cells have been developed for hybrid electric vehicle applications as part of the DOE Advanced Technology
Development (ATD) program. The thermal abuse response of two advanced chemistries (Gen1 and Gen2) were measured and compared
with commercial Sony 18650 cells. Gen1 cells consisted of an MCMB graphite based anode and a LiNi0.85Co0.15O2 cathode material
while the Gen2 cells consisted of a MAG10 anode graphite and a LiNi0.80Co0.15 Al0.05O2 cathode. Accelerating rate calorimetry (ARC)
and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were used to measure the thermal response and properties of the cells and cell materials up to
400◦C. The MCMB graphite was found to result in increased thermal stability of the cells due to more effective solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) formation. The Al stabilized cathodes were seen to have higher peak reaction temperatures that also gave improved cell thermal
response. The effects of accelerated aging on cell properties were also determined. Aging resulted in improved cell thermal stability with
the anodes showing a rapid reduction in exothermic reactions while the cathodes only showed reduced reactions after more extended aging.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The Advanced Technology Development (ATD) Program
was established by DOE to assist the partnership for a new
generation of vehicles (PNGV) industrial developers of
high-power lithium-ion batteries to overcome key barriers
in the areas of abuse tolerance, calendar life, and cell pack-
aging cost. One goal of this project is to rapidly develop
high-power lithium-ion cell chemistries, using commer-
cially available materials that can be shared with the indus-
trial battery developers. A second goal is to establish the
performance, life, and thermal abuse characteristics of these
cells. Abuse tolerance has been a major concern limiting the
application of advanced Li-ion chemistries in the consumer
market. Abuse can be categorized as physical abuse (crush,
nail penetration), electrical abuse (short circuit, overcharge)
and thermal abuse (overheating, thermal runaway). Thermal
abuse can result from relatively normal operating conditions
where the heat generation rate of the cells exceeds the heat
removal from the battery system. Cell thermal runaway has
been described by other researchers[1–3] and found to
be sensitive to the particular cell chemistry and operating
conditions such as state of charge (SOC) and history.
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In order to study the technical barriers of abuse tolerance,
it is necessary to have detailed knowledge about the cell
chemistry and the cell performance under a wide range of
abusive conditions. The mechanisms leading to poor abuse
tolerance need to be understood to allow development of
advanced cell chemistries which meet all the requirements
for performance, life, cost, and safety. The Thermal Abuse
Tolerance Program at Sandia has concentrated on study-
ing the behavior of cells and cell materials that have been
specifically designed to meet these safety and power require-
ments. Two generations of cell chemistries (Gen1 and Gen2)
were specified and manufactured to allow detailed study and
comparison of lifetime, performance, and safety. The cell
chemistries were chosen to best meet the program perfor-
mance requirements after screening numerous commercially
available material combinations by program partners at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory. The 18650 cell configuration
was chosen to allow quick and economical cell manufac-
ture in a meaningful cell size. The thermal response of these
high-power cells was compared to commercial Sony 18650
cells under similar operating conditions.

Thermal abuse tolerance was studied using calorimetric
techniques on full cells and on cell components. Accel-
erating rate calorimetry (ARC) was used to measure the
thermal runaway response of full cells at increasing SOC
for both fresh cells and cells that had undergone high tem-
perature aging. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
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was also used to compare the thermal response of the cell
components.

2. Experimental

2.1. Cell composition

The Gen1 cells were constructed using LiNi0.85Co0.15O2
cathode (Sumitomo) active material and MCMB 6-2800
graphite (Osaka Gas) as the active anode material. The cath-
ode also included carbon black (Chevron) and SFG-6 (Tim-
cal) graphite for conductivity enhancement with PVDF
(Kureha KF-1100) as the binder. The anode material inclu-
ded SFG-6 graphite and the PVDF binder. The mass compo-
sitions of the films are given inTable 1. The electrolyte con-
sisted of 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate: diethyl carbonate
(EC:DEC 1:1). The cells were manufactured by PolyStor
[4] using a negative steel case design with a crimped seal
configuration. The nominal cell capacity was 0.9 Ah.

The Gen2 cell chemistry was chosen based on the per-
formance of the Gen1 cells. The Gen2 cathode consisted
of LiNi 0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (Fuji CA1505), which was cho-
sen for its enhanced thermal stability. The cathode also in-
cluded the carbon black and SFG-6 with PVDF binder. The
anode consisted of a flaky carbon MAG-10 (Hitachi Chemi-
cal) and PVDF binder.Table 1again lists the compositions.
The electrolyte consisted of 1.2 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbon-
ate:ethyl methyl carbonate (EC:EMC 3:7). The Gen2 cells
were manufactured by Quallion[5] using a laser-welded
positive Al case design with a machined vent. The nominal
Gen2 capacity was 1.0 Ah. Commercial Sony Li-ion 18650
cells (US18650S STG) were also measured to allow a com-
parison to known cell performances.

2.2. Cell conditioning

All cells underwent initial cycling characterizations in-
cluding five C/1 charge/discharge cycles between 3.0 and
4.1 V followed by aC/10 cycle for determination of capacity.

Table 1
Cell chemistries and electrode compositions

Sony cells (commercial) Anode/cathode/electrolyte Coke-based carbon+ unknown LiCoO2 + unknown
PC:DMC/LiPF6

Gen1 cells (Argonne National
Laboratory design)

Anode 75% MCMB-6-2800 carbon, 16% SFG-6 graphite,
9% PVDF binder

Cathode 84% LiNi0.85Co0.15O2, 4% carbon black, 4% SFG6
graphite, 8% PVDF binder

Electrolyte 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC (1:1)

Gen2 cells (Argonne National
Laboratory design)

Anode 92% MAG10 graphite, 8% PVDF binder

Cathode 84% LiNi0.80Co0.15Al .05O2, 4% carbon black, 4%
SFG6 graphite, 8% PVDF binder

Electrolyte 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC (3:7)

Cycling was performed using a Maccor Battery Cycler with
the cells in a thermal block to limit temperature excursions.
The Gen2 cells were also aged at elevated temperatures (25,
35, 45 and 55◦C) and states of charge (60, 80 and 100%)
for increasing periods of time as part of an accelerated life
test (ALT) study. Calorimetric measurements were made on
selected cells to determine the main effects of this aging.

2.3. Calorimetric techniques

ARC testing was performed on full cells at increasing
states of charge and after high-temperature aging. A maxi-
mum temperature of 160◦C was set to prevent uncontrolled
thermal runaway and explosive decomposition of the cells in
the ARC apparatus (Arthur D. Little Model 2000, AD Little,
Acorn Park, Cambridge, MA). The ARC was operated in a
heat, wait, search mode to allow determination of the onset
of self-heating. The ARC increases the temperature in dis-
crete steps, waits for the thermal transients to decay and then
monitors the temperature of the cell for a fixed time period.
If the cell temperature is not increasing above a threshold
value, typically 0.02◦C/min, the temperature is increased
by another step and the process repeated. If the cell temper-
ature increases at rate equal or above the threshold value,
the ARC switches to the exotherm mode during which the
ARC temperature closely matches the cell temperature, thus
maintaining the adiabatic state. The ARC matches the rate
of temperature rise of the cell even at quite high heating
rates. The normal mode of operation of the ARC terminates
an experiment by cooling the sample once it reaches a set
upper temperature limit. The ARC experiment closely simu-
lates a thermal abuse environment that includes moderately
high temperatures for relatively long periods of time.

DSC measurements were performed using a TA Instru-
ments Model 2910 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE). DSC
runs were performed using crimped Al pans prepared in
an Argon glove box. The measured temperature range was
from 0 to 400◦C. The amount of material was minimized
to reduce gas evolution at higher temperatures. Even so,
Al pans usually vented at temperatures above 250◦C with
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an accompanying endothermic peak in the measured signal.
Hermetic, high-pressure steel pans were also used which
contained the evolved gases but these pans have high mass
and are less sensitive to low thermal events compared to the
Al pans. The appropriate pan was used to give the greatest
sensitivity in the region of interest. A scan rate of 10◦C/min
was used for the low-mass Al pans and 5◦C/min for the
higher mass hermetic steel pans.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. ARC runs

3.1.1. Sony cells
Initial ARC runs were performed for the “as received”

Sony cells from 0 to 100% SOC as shown inFig. 1.
These cells were measured in an open cell holder config-
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Fig. 1. ARC data for Sony cells from 0 to 100% SOC.

SONY 18650 Cells ARC Runs vs. SOC
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Fig. 2. ARC data for Sony cells from 0 to 100% SOC (vertically offset) showing onset of self-generated heating along with cell voltages.

uration. The onset temperature of self-generated heating
decreased with increasing SOC while the magnitude of the
self-generated heating rate at a given temperature increased.
Fig. 2 shows the ARC data vertically offset for easier com-
parison along with the measured cell voltages. The heating
rates are only shown for the exothermic regions where self
heating was above 0.02◦C/min. Self-generated heating oc-
curred as low as 50◦C, but accelerating heating rate was not
observed until above 100◦C. At 100◦C, a sharp increase
in the heating rate was observed for cells at 50% SOC or
greater. A “knee” in the heating rate around 110◦C has been
associated with breakdown of the anode solid electrolyte in-
terface (SEI) layer followed by exothermic reduction of the
electrolyte by the lithiated carbon[6,7]. The increase of this
reaction with increasing SOC indicates only a moderately
effective SEI layer. A dip in the heating rate around 125◦C
resulted from the endothermic melting of the polyethylene
separator material which was also indicated by the sudden
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Fig. 3. ARC data for Gen1 cells from 0 to 100% SOC (vertically offset) showing onset of self-generated heating along with cell voltages.

drop in cell voltage at those temperatures. In addition, cell
venting often occurred slightly above this temperature with
resultant transient cooling of the cell. Cell voltage drops
were seen around 125◦C corresponding to the separator
melt temperature and the resulting large increase in cell
impedance. The voltage drops did not result from internal
shorting of the cells since no sudden increase in heating rate
was observed. These initial ARC runs limited the maximum
temperature to 140◦C (160◦C for the 0% SOC cell) to pre-
vent uncontrolled, explosive decomposition of the cell in
the ARC chamber. Previous work has shown that the cells
go into uncontrolled thermal runaway around 180◦C [1,8].

3.1.2. Gen1 cells
ARC runs were performed on Gen1 cells at several SOCs

while monitoring the cell voltages. The maximum tempera-
ture was again set at 140◦C. The ARC data, vertically off-
set inFig. 3, show that the Gen1 cells have greater thermal
stability than seen for the commercial Sony cells. The cells
with 50% or lower SOC showed no accelerated heating, only
transient heating spikes. The cells with higher SOC showed a
low-temperature constant heating rate whose onset tempera-
ture decreased with increasing SOC to as low as 40◦C. Sus-
tained heating only occurred above 80◦C. Low-level heating
rates were observed up to 130◦C at which point separator
melt occurred with a resultant dip in the heating rate. Above
this temperature, the heating rate began to accelerate un-
til termination of the measurement. The magnitudes of the
heating rates were similar for all of the SOCs indicating a
well-developed SEI layer. Cell voltages dropped upon sepa-
rator melting but no discontinuities in the heating rate were
observed indicating that no short circuits occurred within
the cell.

The Sony and Gen1 ARC behaviors at 100% SOC are
compared inFig. 4up to a temperature limit of 160◦C. The
Sony cell vented at 140◦C while the Gen1 cell remained
sealed. Venting resulted in more erratic heating rates in the

cell due to the cooling effects of the released gas. The Gen1
cell had significantly improved thermal stability compared
to the Sony cell over this whole temperature range.

3.1.3. Gen2 cells
The Gen2 cells were likewise measured at increasing

states of charge (60 and 100% SOC).Fig. 5 shows that
sustained heating occurred as low as 50◦C at both SOCs.
Slightly increased heating rates were seen for the 100% SOC
cell, which then showed more accelerated heating above
115◦C. The Gen2 cells also showed the endotherm at 125◦C
resulting from separator melt, at which temperature the cell
voltages dropped sharply. Neither of these cells vented up
to the temperature limit of 160◦C and neither cell showed
any sign of internal short circuit.

The ARC runs for the Sony, Gen1 and Gen2 cells are
compared inFig. 6. The Gen2 cells closely matched the
performance of the Sony cells except at the lower tempera-
tures. The Gen2 cells showed continuous, accelerated heat-
ing starting below 50◦C with no indication of an abrupt SEI
decomposition as seen in the Sony cells. The Gen1 cells
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Fig. 5. ARC data for Gen2 cells at 60% SOC and 100% SOC.

showed the greatest thermal stability indicating the presence
of a very effective anode SEI layer.

3.2. DSC measurements

Electrode materials were removed from selected cells of
each cell type for comparative DSC analysis in both charged
and discharged states. The charge state of the nominally
discharged Sony cell material was less than 50% SOC but
not accurately known resulting from the partial discharge of
the electrodes during disassembly. All cell materials were
measured in the presence of their respective cell electrolytes.

3.2.1. Sony cells
The Sony charged and partially discharged anode ma-

terials showed a sharp exothermic decomposition starting
at 120◦C as shown inFig. 7. The onset temperature and
peak reaction was independent of the state of charge. This
reaction has been identified as resulting from decomposi-
tion of the metastable SEI layer[6,7]. The reactions peaks
in the 250–300◦C range resulted from electrolyte reduc-
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Fig. 7. DSC profiles of charged and discharged Sony anodes in electrolyte.

tion through the reacting SEI layer followed by strong
reaction above 300 ◦C. This high temperature peak may
result from reaction of the lithiated carbon with the binder
material (Sony binder unknown) or possibly with some
other additive component introduced by the manufacturer.
The partially discharged anode material did not show the
high-temperature reaction indicating that some Li may have
been consumed during the lower temperature reactions
resulting in a reduced Li level for the high temperature
reaction.

The Sony cathodes showed a strong dependence on
SOC as shown in Fig. 8. Reaction peaks were seen in the
200–300 ◦C range for this LiCoO2 material with a strong
peak at 225 ◦C for the fully charged material [9–11]. Fig. 9
compares the anode and cathode materials and shows that
the sequence of thermal reactions starts with low-rate reac-
tions at the anode followed by high-rate reaction peaks at
the cathode and then at the anode.

3.2.2. Gen1 cells
Gen1 electrode materials were removed from cells at

100% SOC and 0% SOC and measured in the 1.0 M LiPF6
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EC:DEC (1:1) electrolyte. The discharged Gen1 anode ma-
terial (MCMB) showed a sharp exothermic decomposition
at 125 ◦C with no further reactions up to 400 ◦C as shown
in Fig. 10. This sharp exotherm indicates the presence of
a well-developed SEI layer on this MCMB carbon that un-
dergoes exothermic decomposition as discussed previously.
Since there is no intercalated lithium in the carbon particles,
there are no further reactions with the electrolyte and binder
materials. The charged anodes showed an exothermic onset
at this temperature followed immediately by the exother-
mic reduction of the electrolyte by the lithiated carbon. The
peak in this reaction occurs in the 250 ◦C to 300 ◦C range
but was partially affected by the endothermic venting of the
DSC pan.

The Gen1 cathode materials (LiNi0.85Co0.15O2) were also
measured in the charged and discharged states as shown in
Fig. 11. The charged cathode showed a sharp exothermic
peak at 225 ◦C while the discharged material showed a re-
duced exothermic peak shifted up to 260 ◦C. This cathode
material did not show any exothermic activity below 200 ◦C.

The Gen1 fully charged anode and cathode materials are
compared in Fig. 12. Initial thermal reactions occur at the
anode but at a very low rate due to the well-developed SEI
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layer. The first strong exothermic reaction occurs at the cath-
ode followed by a lesser exothermic peak at the anode. This
is the same sequence of reactions seen for the Sony materi-
als except that the Sony anode showed a much sharper ini-
tial SEI decomposition reaction. Also, no high temperature
reaction was seen in the Gen1 anodes above 300 ◦C.
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3.2.3. Gen2 cells
Gen2 cells at 100 and 0% SOC were disassembled

as done for the previous cells. DSC measurements were
performed using the Gen2 1.2 M LiPF6 EC:EMC (3:7)
electrolyte. The DSC data for the charged/discharged an-
ode materials are shown in Fig. 13. The discharged an-
ode material showed a small SEI reaction centered at
100 ◦C while the charged material showed an even smaller
SEI exotherm followed by a large electrolyte reduction
exothermic region. The Gen2 anode material showed ev-
idence of a very weak SEI layer compared to the Gen1
anodes.

The Gen2 cathodes, with the Al stabilized LiNi0.80Co0.15
Al0.05O2, showed reaction peaks about 25 ◦C higher than
seen for the Gen1 cathodes for both charged and discharged
materials as shown in Fig. 14. Comparison of the anode and
cathode materials in Fig. 15 shows that the reaction peak
temperatures were very close and the magnitude of the re-
actions both were greater than seen for the Gen1 materials.
The anode showed the lowest temperature onset of exother-
mic reaction followed by the sharp cathode exotherm as seen
for the Sony and Gen1 materials.
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3.2.4. Sony, Gen1 and Gen2 cell comparison
The anode materials for the Sony, Gen1 and Gen2 cells are

compared in Fig. 16. The total reaction enthalpies calculated
for each material showed that the highest enthalpy occurred
for the Gen2 anodes with a value of 2222 J/g based on the
film weight. The Gen1 anode had a value of 1459 J/g while
the Sony anode showed an intermediate value of 1883 J/g.
However, the Sony anode enthalpy up to 325 ◦C was only
416 J/g if the unknown high temperature exotherm is ex-
cluded for comparative purposes. The Sony anodes showed
the most marked SEI decomposition reaction at 125 ◦C,
which can account for the sudden onset of thermal runaway
seen in the ARC data at that temperature. The Gen1 anodes
showed a steady increase in the reaction rate while the Gen2
materials showed a much greater rate of increase also indi-
cated by their ARC profiles. The nature of the graphite par-
ticles had a significant impact on the thermal decomposition
response.

SEM micrographs taken of the anode films for the Gen1
and Gen2 materials are shown in Fig. 17 [12]. The Gen1
MCMB graphite shows a highly spherical particle structure
while the Gen2 MAG10 graphite has flaky particles with
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Fig. 17. SEM micrographs of Gen1 (MCMB) and Gen2 (MAG10) anode particles.

many edges. The calorimetric data indicate that the MCMB
graphite particles form a highly effective SEI passivation
layer that undergoes only gradual decomposition at elevated
temperatures. The flaky Gen2 particles are not completely
protected by the SEI layer, having many reactive edges still
capable of reacting with the electrolyte [13].

The reaction enthalpies for the Gen1 and Gen2 cathodes
were very similar, 1322 and 1350 J/g, respectively as shown
in Fig. 18. However, the Al stabilized Gen2 cathode had a
higher reaction onset temperature. Thus the greater thermal
instability of the Gen2 cells resulted primarily from the more
reactive anode particles. The Sony cathode material had a
low reaction enthalpy of only 548 J/g with a similar peak
reaction temperature as for the Gen1 cathodes.

An estimate of the contribution of each electrode compo-
nent to the possible total cell reaction enthalpy is calculated
in Table 2 for the Gen2 cells. This table gives the electrode
masses, reactive component masses and reaction enthalpies
of each major cell component for the Gen2 cells. The an-
ode material is shown to have the highest contribution to
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Fig. 18. DSC comparison of Sony, Gen1 and Gen2 charged cathodes in
electrolyte.

the overall cell reaction but the cathode is of comparable
magnitude. The free electrolyte contributes a maximum of
6% to the total reaction enthalpy and is certainly lower due
to electrolyte reaction at lower temperatures with the active
electrode materials.

3.2.5. Effects of aging
It has been shown that the SEI layer formed during initial

lithiation transforms over time, forming a more inert layer
[6,7]. The initial SEI layer changes from an organic layer to
a more stable inorganic layer composed mostly of species
such as Li2CO3 and LiF [14–18]. The LiF product results
from reaction with HF in the electrolyte, which arises from
reaction of the LiPF6 with trace water. This new layer can
affect the rate of thermal decomposition of the remaining
SEI layer. We measured the effect of aging in the Sony, Gen1
and Gen2 cells after holding them for increasing periods at
elevated temperatures and states of charge. ARC and DSC
runs were performed on selected disassembled cells.

3.2.5.1. Sony cells. Fig. 19 shows the ARC data for
the aged Sony cells (25–70 ◦C). These commercial Sony
cells have an unknown history and thus “ fresh” cells al-
ready have some aging effects in their thermal response.
Cells maintained at room temperature for an additional 6
months showed an increase in the onset temperature for
self-generated heating from 65 to 90 ◦C indicating that

Table 2
Gen2 cell component weights and reaction enthalpies

Positive Negative Electrolyte Cell

Weight (g) 10.68 12.07 5.49 37.8
Active weight (g) 6.5 5.2 5.49
Heat of reaction (kJ/g) 1.35 2.22 0.22
Enthalpy (kJ) 8.8 11.5 1.2 21.5
Reaction (%) 41 53 6
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Fig. 19. ARC data for Sony cells with increased aging (vertically offset).

the SEI layer was continuing to evolve. However, with
increased aging temperature and time the onset of this reac-
tion continued to shift to higher temperatures. Aging of the
“ fresh” cells at 60 ◦C for only 2 weeks resulted in a shift in
the onset temperature from 65 to almost 105 ◦C. However,
cells aged at 70 ◦C for 6 weeks had only a relatively small
additional increase in the onset temperature. A limit to the
effectiveness of the SEI layer may be reached either due
to reduced growth by diffusion through the increased layer
thickness or by changes in the composition of the growing
layer. All cells, regardless of aging, showed a “knee” in the
heating rate around 110 ◦C followed by accelerating heating
rate due to continued electrolyte reduction by the lithiated
anode carbon. The Sony SEI layer apparently has a thermal
stability limit independent of film thickness.

3.2.5.2. Gen1 cells. Fig. 20 shows ARC data for the Gen1
cells calendar aged at 40, 50 and 60 ◦C/80% SOC for 4
weeks. All aged cells showed a shift of the onset reaction
temperature to higher temperatures as seen for the Sony
cells. The cells aged at 40 ◦C showed a significant reduction
in sustained heat generation below 140 ◦C. However, with
aging at the higher temperatures of 50 and 60 ◦C the cells
behaved similarly to the fresh cell. The only significant ef-
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Fig. 20. ARC data for Gen1 cells with increased aging.

fect was the shift in the onset temperatures. Accelerating
heating rates were seen for all cells above 140 ◦C with al-
most identical heating rates by 160 ◦C. These results suggest
that the transformed SEI layer on the Gen1 anodes may be
very delicate. Although the inorganic species such as LiF
will not dissolve at these temperatures, the morphology of
the layer may depend on aging temperature and the surface
characteristics of the carbon particles. If the inorganic layer
is discontinuous and cracked, the electrolyte can penetrate
near to the carbon particle and intercalated Li can continue
to react to form new SEI with the associated heat generation.

3.2.5.3. Gen2 cells. As part of the ATD program, an Ac-
celerated Life Test study of the Gen2 cells was performed
with cells subject to aging at elevated temperatures (25, 35,
45 and 55 ◦C) and states of charge (60, 80 and 100%). Se-
lected cells from this test matrix were removed after aging
and either measured in the ARC to determine changes in
thermal runaway performance or disassembled for measure-
ment of the individual electrode components.

A cell aged at 45 ◦C, 80% SOC for 8 weeks was measured
in the ARC up to 150 ◦C. Fig. 21 shows the thermal run-
away behavior of this cell compared to an unaged Gen2 cell
both of which were measured at 100% SOC. Aging reduced
the heating rate of the cell at any given temperature and in-
creased the temperature of onset of self-generated heating
as seen for the other cell chemistries. Venting of the cell
occurred at 130 ◦C. The separator melt endotherm was also
measured beginning at this temperature. No increase in heat-
ing rate was seen, indicating that the cell did not undergo
any internal shorting resulting from the separator melt. All
of the aged cells showed venting near this temperature in-
dicating that increased gas formation occurred during the
aging period.

A cell aged at 55 ◦C, 80% SOC for 20 weeks was disas-
sembled to remove the electrode components for DSC anal-
ysis. Fig. 22 shows the data for the 20 week aged anode
compared with the DSC data for the 8-week aged and an
unaged anode all measured in the presence of Gen2 elec-
trolyte. Aging resulted in reduced exothermic reactions and
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Fig. 21. ARC data of aged and unaged Gen2 cells at 100% SOC.
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increased temperatures for the onset of decomposition as
was seen in the ARC data for the response of the full cell.
During these accelerated aging periods, the anodes devel-
oped a thicker and more effective SEI layer that reduced the
interaction between the lithiated carbon and the electrolyte.
Integration of these exotherms showed that the heat of re-
action decreased from 2222 J/g for the unaged anode to 857
and 903 J/g for the 8- and 20-week aged cells, respectively.
The aged anodes showed comparable reaction enthalpies but
with higher temperature of SEI decomposition for the more
aged cell. The effects of aging occur quickly at the anodes
but then progress at a comparably slow rate.

Fig. 23 shows a comparison of the DSC data for the
cathode materials from the same cells. Initial aging during
the 8 week period had little effect on the magnitude of the
exotherm and the temperature of the reaction. The cathode
of the cell aged at 55 ◦C for 20 weeks showed a similar reac-
tion enthalpy, 1228 J/g, compared to 1287 J/g for the 8-week
aged cathode. However, the reaction occurred over a broader
temperature range and the peak reaction rate decreased for
this more aged cathode. Aging at the cathode may be a more
complex process involving not only formation of an SEI
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Fig. 23. DSC profiles of aged and unaged Gen2 cathodes in 1 M LiPF6

EC:DEC electrolyte.

layer but changes in the properties of the oxide material that
affect high-temperature decomposition and reactions [19].

4. Conclusions

High-power cells were developed for the ATD program
and characterized for their abuse tolerance along with com-
mercial Sony 18650 cells. The calorimetric methods of ARC
and DSC were used to determine the thermal runaway re-
sponse of these cells as a function of state of charge and ag-
ing. Individual cell components were measured to determine
the contributing effects of the anode and cathode materials
on overall cell thermal abuse performance.

For all cells, the initial heat generation began with the
anode SEI decomposition reaction in the 100–120 ◦C range
followed by increasing exothermic reaction resulting from
reduction of the electrolyte by the lithiated carbon. A peak in
the reaction rate occurred around 250 ◦C. This reaction was
very sensitive to state of charge and showed no apprecia-
ble exothermic activity for fully discharged cells. Cathode
reactions showed a sharp reaction peak in the 200–250 ◦C
range and were also highly dependent on SOC. The cath-
odes showed higher peak reaction rates over narrower tem-
perature range than was seen for the anode reactions.

The morphology of the anode carbon particles determined
the thermal response of the anode film and the initial ARC
thermal runaway profile. The spherical Gen1 MCMB car-
bon particles developed a stable SEI layer that decreased
the ARC thermal runaway reaction. The Gen1 cells showed
much greater thermal stability than was seen for the com-
mercial Sony cells. The flaky Gen2 MAG10 carbon particles
developed an ineffective SEI layer that allowed initiation of
continuous thermal runaway as low as 50 ◦C, very similar to
the performance of the Sony cells. Increasing SOC lowered
the onset temperature for thermal runaway and increased the
acceleration rate for all cells.

Aging at elevated temperature resulted in more thermally
stable cells with higher onset temperature and reduced heat-
ing rate. The Gen2 anode material showed a rapid initial
reduction in exothermic reactions with aging followed by a
gradual shift in reaction temperatures to higher values with
increased aging. The Gen2 cathode material showed a re-
duction in exothermic reaction only after extended aging.

The thermal abuse tolerance of Li-ion cells has been
shown to be a sensitive function of the cell component
properties. High-power cells can be designed for both per-
formance and safety by the proper choice of cell materi-
als based on an understanding of the contributing reaction
mechanisms.
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